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Yo, this Jumpsteady and my man Delusional
This song goes out to all those with explosive
Personalities
Who take the initiative and act on impulse
You know what I'm talkin' about, Spur of the moment
Style! 

(Delusional)
Now to the average kid
Might seem like an arrogant son of a bitch
But I know I ain't shit I'm just really fuckin' pissed
At these rappers and bands who love to hate on my
music
I do it I did it I made a record
And now I'm just wreckin' ya
Punk rock and rap that's my flavor and don't deny it
Supply it and put it to you on the streets
Don't wanna buy it
That's fine but don't hate on me just be quiet
The boys are here now fuck a fight we're gonna riot
Ya see it was just another show in the beginning man
Goin' up after another muthafuckin' shitty band
Indie rockers college kids and ravers
I already hated 'em all
So I had all intentions of bein' in that brawl
4 songs into the set the house pulled the plug
For sayin' foul shit and lookin' like a thug
Mean mugs from the crowd fuck this family
establishment
I'm bout to burn this place down
And keep on rappin' on the ashes

(Chorus 2x)
I didn't think about it I just did it
Another crime has been committed
Spur of the moment it was the spur of the moment
I didn't think about it cause it was the spur of the
Moment

(Jumpsteady)
Walk through the city with my girl close to me
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Taxi cabs rollin' by she then shit still with me
She hot like always people wanna stare
But I don't really care they can get from round here
I can turn it all around you wanna take my shine
Some stupid motherfuckers wanna step out of line
Disrespect my girl you must be out your mind
Don't make me fuck you up this is not just a rhyme
I try to stay away from hate and avoid the strife

But punk motherfuckers all they think about is fight
You wanna smirk and laugh oh you think this shits a
Joke
Grab him straight by the neck
And break his mothafuckin' nose
My man's fucked up and brought the killa out of me
In the spur of the moment he about to meet the grim
Reap'
I let the chaos go so don't be fuckin' wit my flow
You still wanna go toe to toe gimme my coat let's go

(Chorus 2x)
I didn't think about it I just did it
Another crime has been committed
Spur of the moment it was the spur of the moment
I didn't think about it cause it was the spur of the
Moment

(Delusional)
I had no time to think it all happened so fast
Grabbed the gas poured it all over they ass
Scraped the match let it drop to the floor
Screams and cryin' this is motherfuckin' war

(Jumpsteady)
They call me Bruce
And you wouldn't like me when I'm angry kid
I got 45 answers for all that shit ya did
I find no steady joy usin' my deadly toy
But ya give me no other options but to deploy

(Delusional)
Retaliation is the sweetest feelin' right next to
Stealin'
And getting even everything else is unappealing
The moments what I live for the rest is obsolete
So Jumpsteady tell 'em a lil'
Something about the Chaos Theory

(Jumpsteady)
Insane thoughts impactin' upon my subliminal
Spur of the moment got me kinda actin' like a criminal



I see ya jump shimmy duck roll and try ta dodge
It's kinda funny until the fatal bullets start ta lodge

(Chorus repeat to fade)
I didn't think about it I just did it
Another crime has been committed
Spur of the moment it was the spur of the moment
I didn't think about it cause it was the spur of the
Moment
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